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Racial oppression takes place in the poorest and the richest countries, including America. Racial oppression is characterized by the
majority, or the ruling race, imposing its beliefs, values, and laws on the minority, or the ruled race. In most areas, the ruling race is
upper class whites that run the â€œsystemâ€, and have a disproportionate amount of power. In other areas, it may not be the white
race, but it is still the race that is comprised of the majority, makes the laws, or has the most money.Â American ability to invent you.
How else would a Samuel Clemens become a Mark Twain? Of course, he was born in America â€œâ€¦ how could Twain be considered
â€œthe American?â€ Precisely because he enjoyed the freedoms that America provides. He used our freedom of speech

American racism is entirely complexion-based and monolithic. One's nationality is immaterial. Years ago during one of my trips to
France, a woman at La Poste refused to sell me stamps because she thought I was African. When she learned that I was American, she
apologised and sold me the stamps. The racism I experienced in France is totally unacceptable, but it provided an escape not afforded
last week to these three visitors to America. Is there a single step that can tackle racism in US? In France, nationality usurped race, and
while that can have its own problems, it was still very diff

